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U.S. domiciled managers have U.S. domiciled funds, and U.S. domiciled funds don’t have access
to the EMEA market, so that requires a large resource of investment, whether it be capital,
people, and a relocation to the European area.
So a U.S. manager looking to launch in EMEA is all about distribution and access to the market,
access to investors in Europe, but also providing those investors in Europe an opportunity to
access funds back in the U.S.
So a lot of the conversations we have with our clients on access to Europe is about the concerns
post-Brexit and the concerns about not understanding the European market being a U.S. based
manager. BNY Mellon is uniquely positioned to answer both those problems. We spend our time
investing in the European market and so we know the market dynamics, whether it be an Irish or
a Lux fund, and BNY Mellon is also uniquely positioned through its three-bank model allowing
the hedge fund manager to make a decision on where they want to launch their funds.
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